Department of Anesthesiology Simulation Activities:
Adverse Weather Policy

The Department of Anesthesiology will follow the UNC SOM’s and university's policy as it relates to adverse weather conditions (http://hr.unc.edu/for-faculty-staff/adverse-weather/). Communication as to which Condition of the adverse weather policy is in place will come via email from the “Alert Carolina” system. This system will be used as the default communication mechanism. The following will occur as necessary:

- **Condition 1**: All simulation activities will *proceed* as scheduled
- **Condition 2**: All simulation activities will be *cancelled* with the option to reschedule during the current academic year, pending availability at the SOM CSPSC (simulation center). Rescheduling will be done in coordination with the Director of the CSPSC and the faculty member from the Department of Anesthesiology who planned the simulation activity.
- **Condition 3**: Same as condition 2.

In the event that the adverse weather policy is enacted the following will occur:

- **Anesthesiology Faculty**: those faculty assigned to do simulation on the day in which a session is cancelled will be designated as ADM/RES for the remainder of the day.
- **Residents**: those residents assigned to do simulation on the day in which a session is cancelled will be required to report to the OR coordinator for reassignment.
- **Medical Students**: those students assigned to do simulation on the day in which a session is cancelled will follow the SOM policy and procedure for adverse weather.